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1. Introduction

Music offers a challenging array of representation problems. As an art form, music is distinguished by the presence of many relationships that can be treated mathematically, including rhythm and harmony. There are also many non-mathematical elements such as tension, expectancy, and emotion. Music can contain symbolic or structural relationships existing within and between the dimensions of pitch, time, timbre, harmony, tempo, rhythm, phrasing, and articulation. A further source of complexity is that “music” can mean printed notation, performance (instrument control) information, or resulting sounds. Finally, music evolves with every new composition. There can be no “true” representation just as there can be no closed definition of music. These elements combine to make music representation a rich field of study.

Computers allow (and require) a formal approach to the study of music representation. Computer programs demand that every detail of a representation be precisely specified, and the resulting precision allows experimentation and testing of new representations. The knowledge we gain from these experiments is useful in music theory and in music understanding by computer. Computers also allow the representation of dynamic, responsive, or interactive compositions, a concept that was hard to imagine before computing. Better representations also lead to more powerful human/computer interfaces and tools.

This is an overview of some of the issues and techniques that arise in studies of music representation. No attempt has been made to be exhaustive, so the reader is referred to the bibliography and the other articles in this issue for more information. In particular, I will omit any discussion of audio representations and transforms used in signal processing [DePoli 91], although this is an important part of music representation.

2. Levels of Representation

Musicians deal with many levels of abstraction in music. If a conductor says, “play the downbeat with more conviction,” he or she is referencing music structure (a downbeat) and emotional content in the same sentence. It is convenient to think of musical representations at different levels, ranging from the highly symbolic and abstract level denoted by printed music to the non-symbolic and concrete level of an audio signal. Performance information is an intermediate level. We must consider these levels because there is rarely a unique conversion between any two of each of them. Each level contains at least some information not available in other levels. In general, there is great interest and value in performing automatic (partial) conversions between levels [Katayose 89], such as in optical music recognition or music transcription.

3. Hierarchy and Structure

Early computer music systems, especially those intended for music synthesis, represented music as a simple sequence of notes. The Music V score language [Mathews 69] is a good example. This approach is simple, but it makes it difficult to encode structural relationships between notes. For example, applying an amplitude envelope to a group of notes is a tricky operation in Music V and its successors.

MIDI is similar in that it has no mechanisms for describing new structural relationships. However, MIDI has a number of predefined structures. There are 16 channels, which effectively form 16 groups of notes. Each group has a set of controllers such as volume and pitch-bend. This gives MIDI a limited 2-level structure.

Many researchers have investigated hierarchical representations. For example, Buxton [Buxton 85a] describes a system where “events” can be notes or sequences of events, allowing arbitrarily nested structures. One advantage of hierarchically structured descriptions of music is that transformations such as tempo or pitch can be applied to aggregates of musical objects. In general, hierarchy is a way of representing structure, and it should be no surprise that many composition languages support the notion of hierarchy.

A single hierarchy scheme is still limiting because music often contains multiple hierarchies. Consider beams and phrase marks found in music notation. Notes can have several beams, and beams are often broken to help subdivide rhythms, so a multilevel beam hierarchy arises naturally. Phrase markings, ties, and slurs form another multilevel hierarchy that is completely separate from beaming. Consider some other possible hierarchies: voices (orchestra, strings, violins, 1st violins, solo violin), sections (movement, section, measure), phrases (which may cut across sections), and chords, all of which are ways of grouping and structuring music. A single hierarchy system is inadequate to represent all these concepts at the same time.

Brinkman [Brinkman 85] and Dannenberg [Dannenberg 90] describe representations that support multiple hierarchies through named links relating musical events or objects, and through explicit objects that represent instances of hierarchies. The NeXT Music Kit and HyTime support a more indirect approach where events may be given “tags” to indicate grouping. For example, all notes under a phrase marking may receive the tag “phrase257.”
4. Extensibility

If musical information was well-understood and fixed, then music representation would be a much simpler problem. In reality, we do not know all there is to know, and the game is constantly changing. For both of these reasons, it is important that music representations allow extensions to support new concepts and structures.

An example of extensibility is seen in Music V. Here, the orchestra language allows the composer to assemble unit generators into a collection of synthesis algorithms for synthesizing notes. The most interesting aspect of this arrangement is that every synthesis algorithm determines both the number and meaning of control parameters. The score language allows each note to have a corresponding number of parameters. This is in contrast to MIDI, where the parameters of voice, pitch, and velocity are fixed. MIDI could be extended fairly simply by designating some MIDI Control Change messages to set additional parameters. For example, Control Numbers 20 through 31 might be dedicated as note parameters P1 through P12 which would then be sent as a prefix to each note that uses extra parameters.

Music V influenced many other systems, and a frequent modification has been the use of named and typed properties. Examples include event-lists [Decker 84], item-lists [Dannenberg 90], PLA [Schottstaedt 83], SMDL [Newcomb 91], and MODE [Pope 91], to name just a few. In these systems, note parameters are represented as a set of properties, usually consisting of name/value pairs, for example, [Pitch: C4, Instrument: Violin, Duration: 1 Quarter, Dynamic: Forte].

One of the disadvantages of extensible structures such as these is the difficulty of providing semantic extensions to deal with additional parameters. Many of the most flexible representations systems are part of a programming environment, and it is up to the composer to implement interpretations for new parameters by programming.

If programming is necessary, one would like at least to write one global description of what it means to, say, interpret a Vibrato property, rather than modifying many instrument descriptions. Multiple inheritance schemes in object-oriented and frame-based systems have the potential to support such extensions, but in practice, real systems often support certain classes of extensions and break down on others. Designing representations that can be extended with both raw information and semantic interpretations of the data is still an area of research. [Bocker 88]

Even fairly closed representations such as MIDI are full of interpretation problems. For example, MIDI specifies how to encode key velocity and pitch bend, but it does not specify quantitatively how these parameters should affect sounds. Should key velocity translate into decibels? Should it map to some subjective loudness measure? [Martens 85] Should it map uniformly to the dynamic range of a corresponding acoustic instrument? These are all conceivably valid interpretations. The current state of the art is that manufacturers provide a set of suggestive defaults, and composers either adjust synthesizer patches to obtain uniform responses or they adjust their MIDI data separately for each voice to get the desired results.
5. Pitch
The seemingly simple concept of pitch is in practice fairly complex. This is because pitch exists as an acoustic property (repetition rate), a psychological percept (perceived pitch), and as an abstract symbolic entity relating to intervals and keys. Psychologists have measured the relationship between the perceived pitch or interval size and the fundamental frequency of a tone. The relationship depends upon many variables. [Krumhansl 91] A consequence is that a concept as basic as the octave can have many meanings.

At the symbolic level, pitches participate in mathematical structures [Balzano 80, Shepard 82]. To name a pitch, we need to specify a scale, octave, scale step, and alterations, e.g. the pitch C# in the fourth octave of an equal-tempered scale based on A440. Descriptions like this assume scales establish finite sets of pitch choices. In practice, performers vary pitch for a variety of reasons: Soloists often play a little sharp for added salience, performers may retune dynamically to eliminate beating, and ensembles exhibit pitch variations producing chorus effects.

These are more problems of models, or deciding what to represent, rather than how to represent it. I mention these problems here to indicate the richness required of any general pitch representation.

6. Tempo, Beat, Duration, and Time
The interaction between real time, measured in seconds, and metrical time, measured in beats, is frequently addressed in music representation schemes. Abstractly, there is a mathematical function that maps beat numbers to time and an inverse function that maps time to beats. (Some special mathematical care must be taken to allow for music that momentarily stops, instantaneously skips ahead, or is allowed to jump backwards, but we will ignore these details.)

One practical representation of the beat-to-time function is the set of times of individual beats. For example, a performer can tap beats in real time and a computer can record the time of each tap. This produces a finitely sampled representation of the continuous mapping from beats to time, which can be interpolated to obtain intermediate values. MIDI Clocks, which are transmitted at 24 clocks per quarter note, are an example of this approach.

The Mockingbird score editor [Maxwell 84] interface also supported this idea. The composer would play a score, producing a piano-roll notation. Then, downbeats were indicated by clicking with a mouse at the proper locations in the piano roll score. Given this beat information, Mockingbird could then derive a symbolic score.

Another popular technique is the “tempo curve” [Rogers 80, Jaffe 85], a function from beat number to tempo, where tempo is the instantaneous ratio of beats per second, or equivalently, the first derivative of the function from time to beats. (A related function is tempo as a function of time rather than beats.) The tempo curve is a nice abstraction for mathematical specification. For example, logarithmic tempo curves have been found to produce smooth tempo changes that are musically plausible (at least better than linear).

There are some interesting numerical precision issues created by considerations of tempo and rhythm. The first is that rounding errors in note durations must not cause noticeable errors. For example, suppose a system represents duration in milliseconds. If a quarter note has a duration
of 1000ms, then eighth-triplets will have a duration (after rounding) of 333ms. A series of 30
triplets played against 10 quarters will be skewed by 10ms. Some early computer music
systems, undoubtedly feeling the pressure of memory limitations, developed encodings based on
rational arithmetic to avoid round-off error altogether. This proved not to solve all the numerical
problems.

Imagine now a system for film scoring where absolute timing is critical. Even if rational
arithmetic is used to avoid round-off error in computing beats, the conversion from beats to
seconds is subject to round-off error. If we arbitrarily tolerate 1ms of error per hour, then we
need a precision of at least 22 bits, and more if many small durations are summed. Even 32-bit
floating point numbers are not suitable for such calculations.

One of the advantages of computers is that they can perform calculations and manipulations on
musical data. In the case of tempo, a common task is to fill a certain amount of time with a
certain number of beats. Extensions of this idea include synchronizing certain beats with actions
on film or video and manipulating multiple changing tempi while still achieving synchronization
at certain points. This is essentially a constraint satisfaction problem, yet few representations for
time and tempo can express constraints.

Before concluding this discussion of tempo and time, we should observe that mathematically
elegant representations do not necessarily guarantee musical validity. Tempo transformations
make mathematical sense, but do not always produce musical results. [Desain 91a] Research is
needed to find transformations that retain musical nuance, and it has been suggested that explicit
structure is essential [Desain 91b, Bilmes 92]. In the programming language area, I have
suggested that transformations can be encapsulated into behavioral abstractions that support
transformations [Dannenberg 89], and similar notions have been proposed by [Desain 92] and
[Scaletti 92]. For example, the operation to stretch a trill is much different than the operation to
stretch a melody. Here again, good representations can support the goal of musical
transformations.

7. Timbre

With many aspects of music, we know what to represent, and the issue is how to represent it.
With timbre, we are still learning what to represent. My explanation is that, starting with sound,
we picked out the two things we understood, pitch and amplitude, and called everything else
timbre. So timbre is by definition that which we cannot explain. As aspects of timbre are
isolated and understood, such as spatial location and reverberation, these components come to be
regarded separately, leaving timbre as impenetrable as ever.

Taking a less cynical view, real progress has been made toward timbre representation. The
classic studies by Wessel [Wessel 85] and Grey [Grey 75] used multidimensional scaling and
refined the notion of timbre space. While these studies represented timbre in terms of perceptual
dimensions, others have represented timbre in terms of control dimensions, such as the set of
parameters needed for a particular synthesis algorithm.

The current practice usually represents timbre by name or number. Real timbre space has so
many dimensions that it is often preferable to locate and name interesting points in the space.
MIDI Program Change messages and the concept of “instrument” found in many software
synthesis systems are examples of this approach.

8. Music Notation

Music notation is a rich source of representational problems. One of the key problems is that music notation is not just a mechanical transformation of performance information. Performance nuance is lost going from performance to notation, and symbolic structure is lost in the translation from notation to performance. There is evidence of strong relationships between structure and performance nuance [Palmer 89, Clark 91], but it seems unlikely that the relationships are strong enough to guarantee lossless transformations.

It seems that music notation rules are made to be broken. Donald Byrd’s thesis [Byrd 84] contains an excellent discussion of notational variations and the impossibility of automatic music notation layout. Especially interesting is the fact that Byrd’s examples, numbering about 100, all come from established, traditional composers and publishers. Two examples are the Henle edition of Chopin’s Nocturne, Op. 15, No. 2, where one notehead serves both as a regular th and a triplet 16, and the Peters/Sauer edition of Brahms’s Capriccio, Op. 76, No. 1, where a written dotted half note has an actual duration of eleven 16ths!

Another issue is that notation is visual and leaves open many layout choices. Thus, notation is partly a graphics design task, and manual layout is necessary. Representations for music notation usually include the representation of musical structure, such as key and time signatures, bar lines, beams, slurs, etc., and also graphical information such as staff position, stem direction, and graphical positioning. In many cases, layout information is implied by musical structure, but manual overrides are necessary.

The need to represent visual layout information and the fact that some of this information cannot be generated automatically has important implications for music notation systems. One is that copying parts from a score cannot be a fully automatic process, a problem that commercial notation systems have largely ignored. Most music notation programs allow the user to convert a score file into a set of parts files. However, complex scores will inevitably have many details that must be manually specified for each part, including page breaks, cues, and other notation that would not appear in the score. A problem occurs if changes are made to the score after parts have been manually corrected. Either the changes must be manually transferred to each part, or alternatively, the parts can be regenerated automatically. In the first case, there is no support for consistency between the score and the parts, and in the second case, the manual adjustments to each part are lost, and must be redone by hand.

A solution to this problem with parts is to represent parts as views on the score [Dannenberg 86a]. A view of a data structure contains a subset of the information in the data structure and sometimes provides alternate or additional data to that in the data structure. The idea is to keep shared data in one place so that a change in the score will automatically be propagated to the parts, and part-specific layout information can be maintained for each part (view).

Views have many other potential applications. Alternative notations for a single piece of music can be represented as views [Buxton 85b]. Even repeated sections of music might be represented as views. For example, it is common notational practice to indicate that a section of music is to be repeated. Often, each repetition has its own ending, or notation such as ‘‘tacet the
first time.’’ This is essentially a view mechanism in operation; each repetition shares most of the underlying information, but there are a few local alterations. If repeats are to be notated once but performed twice, views offer a mechanism for representing performance variations between the first and second repeat.

Carrying this to an extreme, we can imagine views as a general mechanism to represent structure in music. Imagine a representation where motives are represented only once, and each occurrence is some kind of view, perhaps with local alterations and transformations, of the motive. Such a scheme would quickly lead to many interesting problems. If a note in a view is edited, and then the original note in the motive is deleted, should the view’s note be deleted as well? Can the user control such decisions? Can views be nested? These issues have much in common with representational schemes proposed for artificial intelligence, programming languages, and databases.

Continuing with other notational issues, one important feature of notation is that events are represented left to right in increasing time order, but the position is not in exact proportion to time or to beat number. An interesting situation arises when multiple tempi are present simultaneously, especially when the tempi are not related by simple fractions such as a 6/8 measure in the time of a 2/4 measure. In the more complicated situations, beat and tempo information must be combined to form absolute time, which then becomes the basis for left-to-right layout. I know of no music notation systems that can even represent this situation, much less perform reasonable layout. A similar situation would arise if absolute time notations for film, animation, or tape were to be graphically aligned with conventional music notation.

Composers would like to notate not only conventional notation but new graphical notations as well. In some ways, any good CAD or graphics package could support new notation, but it would be nice to have the graphics closely tied to underlying musical structures. Graphical editing should have a corresponding effect on musical parameters which might then control a music synthesizer. An interesting proposal along these lines was made by [Oppenheim 87], and examples of (non-editable) graphics representations can be seen in [Dannenberg 91a], [Brinkman 91], [Waters 90], and [Schottstaedt 83].

Another approach to extensible notation is found in [Assayag 86], a scheme in which an elaborate PostScript library was developed to assist in producing complex musical graphics. The library manages contraints among connected objects so that, for example, beams can be made to terminate at the end of a particular stem and other stems can be made to touch the beam but not go beyond it. The MusScribe notation system [Hamel 88] also abandons the issue of maintaining consistency between graphical notation and music structure by providing a graphical editor that is optimized for music notation. For example, noteheads snap to staff lines and spaces, but horizontal positioning is set manually.

9. Continuous and Discrete Data

Music information can be classified as either continuous or discrete. Continuous information changes over time (or perhaps as a function of other variables) and is typically represented by digital sampling, by splines (including piece-wise linear functions), or by arbitrary mathematical functions. In contrast to continuous data that fills time intervals, discrete information usually represents events at a point in time. A MIDI NoteOn event is an example. It is sometimes
advantageous to represent discrete events using time intervals rather than points. [Honing 92] There is a natural correspondence to musical notes, which have duration as well as starting time. Also, intervals and sequences of intervals can be appended.

Continuous information is found in the signals of Music V and also in the Groove system [Mathews 70]. Groove was a real-time, multichannel, continuous information recorder and manipulator, and is highly recommended for further study.

Music representation systems have generally had a difficult time integrating continuous and discrete data. For example, many modern sequencers support smooth changes in controls such as volume, but functions of time are not first class entities that can be combined with mathematical operations. Another issue is the use of continuous data as parameters to discrete events. If a continuous function is to be used as a pitch contour, should each note sample the function to obtain a constant pitch, or should pitch vary over the course of the note? Finding general representations that incorporate continuous and discrete data is still an active area of research.

10. Declarative and Procedural Representations

Most of the representations discussed so far are encodings of static information. In contrast, computer programs are often used to encode dynamic behavior or as an alternate representation of static data. For the most part, visual/graphical editors, such as sequencers and notation editors, manipulate static data. Exceptions include Max [Puckette 91], Kyma [Scaletti 91, Scaletti 89], and numerous patch editors, which describe dynamic behavior.

While visual programming is still in its infancy, textual programming languages have a rich history, and the importance of time in music has led to a number of language innovations. A full treatment of languages for computer music cannot be given here, but we will introduce three very different language approaches to time.

FORMES [Rodet 84] is an object-oriented language in which objects represent behaviors. Each object maintains a start-time, a duration, and an operation to be performed at each time step. Objects are organized into tree structures and each object is activated at each time step to provide concurrency.

Arctic [Dannenberg 86b] is a functional language, where values are functions of time rather than simple scalars. Concurrency arises naturally whenever multiple values are computed because values can span overlapping intervals of time. Arctic-like semantics are found in Canon [Dannenberg 89], a composition system for generating MIDI data, and in Fugue [Dannenberg 92a] and Nyquist [Dannenberg 92b], systems for sound synthesis. GTF [Desain 92] is a proposal for linking control functions to attributes of discrete events. GTF shares Arctic’s functional programming orientation.

Formula [Anderson 86] is a procedural and process-oriented language. It uses the sequential execution of statements to represent sequences, notes and functions of time. Formula uses processes to obtain concurrent behavior. Of particular interest in Formula are its techniques for real-time scheduling and its support for nested time maps.

HMSL [Polansky 90] emphasizes hierarchical morphologies, or morphs. The basic morph is a
multidimensional array of data; higher-level morphs can contain collections of other morphs. Morphs can provide a declarative, data-intensive representation of structure, but this data can be operated upon and interpreted by programmed procedures. HMSL emphasizes graphical interfaces to morphological data and operations.

11. Resources, Instances and Streams

There is an interesting distinction between musical entities that are freestanding and those that serve as parameters or updates to some other entity. Often, an entity has both characteristics. Take a note as an example. Some compositions and also languages like Music V treat notes as independent. In Music V, every note produces a copy or instance of a synthesis computation that is independent of other notes. MIDI synthesizers in poly mode also support this instance model.

In contrast, notes can also be viewed as updates or control information to some shared resource. For example, in orchestration one must be aware that a clarinet can only play one note at a time, and the line is as important as individual notes. Thus, notes are not independent instances of clarinet tones, but updates to a shared clarinet resource. This is the basis for the resource-instance model [Dannenberg 91b].

The resource-instance model, in which every entity is handled by some resource, helps to clarify and explain music representations. For example, in MIDI poly mode it is not specified whether a NoteOn message is an update to the channel (in which case two notes of the same pitch are possible) or whether a NoteOn is an update to a key number (in which case two NoteOn commands of the same pitch cause the note to be retriggered).

It is often convenient to think of a succession of events as a single entity, which we will call a stream. Streams are subject to various operations such as selection of events that satisfy some property, transformations such as transposition, and time deformation. Music Logo [Orlarey 86], Teitelbaum’s performance system [Teitelbaum 85], MAX [Puckette 91] and many sequencers (especially Bars and Pipes [Fey 89]) use this notation of streams.

A related concept is the sequence, where components are indexed by ordinal position rather than time. We speak of the seventh element rather than an element at time 3.2 seconds. Gary Nelson’s MPL [Nelson 77] used APL as a basis for a sequence-oriented compositional environment. The tone row is a sequence of 12 pitches. PLA [Schottstaedt 83] and Common Music [Taube 89] provide a number of sequence generators and use the sequence abstraction heavily.

12. Protocols and Coding

Once a music representation is adopted, issues of transmitting and storing the representation arise. Transmission, especially in real time, raises questions of network protocols, the conventions by which information is transmitted and received. Storage raises the question of coding, or how the abstract information is converted into specific bit patterns.

MIDI is the most prevalent protocol for the real-time transmission of music information, but it has many weaknesses. MIDI contains no mechanisms for: (1) flow control, which would eliminate receive buffer overflow; (2) (forward) error correction, which would enable receivers
to detect errors and reconstruct garbled data; or (3) (backward) error recovery, which would provide a mechanism such as retransmission of lost or garbled data. Another limitation of MIDI is that there is no standard way to determine what devices are accessible to query their status, or to reserve resources. MIDI is based on the transmission of incremental state changes, which means the current state (parameter settings) of a synthesizer depends upon its entire message history. If a synthesizer is reinitialized during a performance, there is no way to recover the proper state. Finally, MIDI timing is not explicit. As MIDI data is processed, filtered, and merged, timing distortions occur. There is no way to encode timing specifications or timing distortions so that the intended timing can be reconstructed.

Many of the problems of MIDI are probably justified by economics. In the future, multigigabit network technology will completely change the set of assumptions on which MIDI is based and lead to very different protocols.

In the area of representation coding, two issues are human readability and the encoding of references. Codings can be made “human readable” by using ASCII text [Ames 85], mnemonic labels, and decimal numbers. Alternatively, codings can be optimized for space efficiency by using binary numbers throughout. References (i.e. pointers) are always problematic when data is encoded for storage in a linear file. A standard technique is to give each entity a unique name, which is then used to encode references to the entity. References tend to make codings harder to work with, but more flexible.

13. Other Issues

Representations for music databases must make searching efficient. At issue is what kinds of searches are allowed, how search queries are represented, and what kinds of indexes and other data structures can make searching efficient. Brad Rubenstein discusses extensions to a relational database to support music information storage and retrieval [Rubenstein 87].

Research in neural nets for music [Lischka 87, Todd 91] has led to the consideration of representations where information is distributed over collections of artificial neurons rather than stored in a discrete data structure. An important issue in this work is how data is presented to neural nets. For example, pitch can be specified in terms of frequency, pitch-class plus octave, or the set of triads in which the pitch participates [Hild 92]. Time in neural networks has been represented by using time-dependent cells [Scarborough 89], by successive iterations of a network with feedback [Jordan 86], and by spacial distribution [Sejnowski 86].

Cognitive studies such as Simon and Sumner [Simon 68] have investigated how humans represent musical information. Increasingly, music theory is used as a basis for hypothesis forming [Krumhansl 91], and it seems that perceptual studies are important for new representations and to validate old ones. The issue then is how can representations incorporate results from music psychology research.

14. More Information

Many music representation issues are special cases of more general problems addressed by computer science, so a good computer science background is important. Especially important is a knowledge of fundamental data structures such as lists, trees, and graphs, and algorithms for
manipulating them [Horowitz 76]. Beyond this, the subfields of artificial intelligence and database systems are good sources of information on representation. Brachman and Levesque edited a collection of important papers on knowledge representation [Brachman 85] that have much relevance to music representation. Date’s book on database systems [Date 91] offers a wealth of material on the information organization, representation and access.

Almost all computer music research touches upon some aspect of representation, so a good way to learn more is simply to read back issues of Computer Music Journal and Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conferences, available from MIT Press and the International Computer Music Association, respectively. Many specific references have already been made. Honing’s article on time and structure in music [Honing 92] is especially recommended.

Music representation issues are often discussed informally and sporadically via electronic mail. Readers are invited to join an online discussion by sending electronic mail to the author at dannenberg@cs.cmu.edu.

15. Conclusion
Music is a fertile field for the study of representations. Music contains complex structures of many interrelated dimensions, including time. Music, music representations, and music theory are all evolving together, creating a continuous flow of new challenges. I have attempted to present some of the current issues and research directions in music representation. Comments and further discussion are welcome.
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